Student Affairs Assessment Committee

Agenda: March 5, 2020

Members:
Albert Angelo, Jasmine Bustillos, Jennifer Carhart, Jacob Chacko, Natalie Cleary, Amanda Ferguson, Jackie Gardner, Tanika Gardner, Veronica Guzman, Jesse Juarez, Jessica Madrigal, Maria Maldonado, Jennifer Mersman, Gennie Robles, Lisa Root, Behrang Toubak, Conrad Valdez, Shelby White, Michael Wong

I. Introduce Charge, purpose, roles (Paz)
II. Introductions and Assessment Landscape Activity (Jennifer, 15-20 min)
III. Approach Overview for Assessment for Continuous Improvement in DSA (Jennifer, 15-20 min)
IV. Next Steps appoint co-chairs, establish meeting time, articulate goals and how we’ll know if the committee is effective (Paz)